
Dear Colleagues 

In this ever-evolving environment, we need your data! This crisis that has so devastated the health care system and put 

our RDNs on the front line presents us with a unique opportunity. By documenting the care that you are providing to 

your COVID-19 patients we can help each other to better support, education and advocate for your nutrition practice 

needs.  

The good news is we already have a free resource that will allow you to document your care in whatever time you have 

to give.  

How can you help?  In short, we need you to document COVID-19 patient care into ANDHII.  

What is ANDHII? ANDHII is a free, deidentified, web-based resource for ALL RDNs regardless of membership. ANDHII 

leads you through documenting the assessment, problem identification, intervention and monitoring of your patient. 

The first time you use ANDHII it may take longer as you become accustom to the program; however, research has shown 

that once learned, RDNs took an average of 4.24 mins per patient.  

Steps to Help 
1) Go to www.ANDHII.org/info and learn how to enter data by viewing the “smart visit tutorials” 

2) Use your Academy or cdr.net username and password to registered in ANDHII at www.ANDHII.org 

 

 

Create New Patient or Find Existing Patient 
3) Use the Project Selector to choose “National Quality Improvement Project”  

4) Click the green “Add Patient” button to add a new patient and create a new visit entry OR use the search box to 

search for an existing patient and enter a follow-up visit 

 

  

http://www.andhii.org/info
http://www.andhii.org/


ANDHII Visit Entry 
5) Start entering de-identified COVID-19 patient data by using the drop-down options for Assessment, Diagnosis, 

Intervention and Monitoring/Evaluation! TIP: record your unique re-identification code in the patient’s chart so you 

can monitor their progress going forward. 

 

 

 

Assessment 
6) To ensure we know your patient is a patient with COVID-19 be sure to document COVID-19 in the medical history 

assessment. It is very important to label the case as COVID-19, here is how:  

i. Select the ‘patient, client, family other history’ term from the dropdown. 

ii. Enter COVID-19 in the cell under the Value column. 

 

7) Enter other assessment terms. Select Units/Indicators and the Evaluation/Standard from the drop-down, as 

applicable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The units of measure may differ between the ANDHII default and actual indicator value. 

Make sure to review the Unit/Indicators to ensure the correct the value is entered for 

the unit/indicator. 

• Always indicate the Evaluation/Standard by evaluating the indicator as normal/at goal, 

high/above goal, or low/below goal. ANDHII will not do this automatically. If you do not 

report that the value is out of range ANDHII will not provide accurate documentation 

suggestions from this point forward. 



Diagnosis 
8) At least one nutrition diagnosis should be entered in the Diagnosis section of every visit entry. Choose the problem, 

etiology and signs/symptoms using the dropdown boxes. If there is not an appropriate etiology in the dropdown 

menu, you can enter free text into the empty box. Select an etiology category for each etiology (behavior/attitudes, 

knowledge, physical function, etc.). Select the signs/symptoms. Last, choose the diagnosis status 

(New/Continued/Resolved/Removed). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intervention  
9) The Target Etiology will auto populate based on your diagnosis entry (in the previous section). ANDHII will provide 

suggestions for intervention terms. You can check the boxes next to a suggestion or select a different drop-down 

option.  

 
a. In the details box, include a short description of the intervention and the SMART GOAL (specific, 

measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely), as pictured below. Goals are set with the client during the 

intervention.  

b. In addition, you can add the nutrition prescription as an intervention by using the dropdown box to 

select the nutrition prescription term. 

 

  

The 

Signs/Symptoms, which 

should be documented 

in the assessment, is 

the evidence needed 

support the Etiology, 

the root cause of the 

nutrition problem.   



Monitoring and Evaluation 
10) In the Monitoring and Evaluation section, the diagnosis is pulled from the problem you selected in the Diagnosis 

section. Suggested monitors are auto populated from the signs and symptoms section of the PES statement. For 

each diagnosis, check the boxes next to a suggested monitor or select additional assessment terms from the drop-

down option. Enter the value you would like to set as a new target for the client to reach by their next follow-up 

appointment (make sure to set realistic targets and do not enter here the current value of the monitor).  

 

 

 

 

Finalize Entry 
 

11) When the entry is complete, click Finalize Entry and enter your Signature 

Phrase. You can also select Save Entry if you would like to save your work and return 

later before finalizing. Always click Save Entry if you are planning to leave and come 

back to the patient entry. The entry will not be complete until you finalize the entry.  

 

 

 

12) Enter as few or as many patients as you have time for, but more is definitely 

better! One patient a day, one every other day or one a week. All this data helps us 

learn more about nutrition care for these high-risk patients! 

 

 

If you receive a 

validation error and aren’t 

able to correct right away, 

select ‘Save Entry’ to make 

sure what you’ve done so far 

is saved.  Numbers should be 

entered into the Assessment 

and Monitoring and 

Evaluation section without 

commas (ex: ‘1000’).

The auto populated 

options may not always be 

the most appropriate 

monitors. Think critically 

and choose the best 

monitors and values based 

on the goal and nutrition 

prescription.


